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How will Hawks answer loss to Bulls?

By Ken Sugiura 

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution

7:18 p.m. Sunday, December 20, 2009

The Hawks' last loss before Saturday, a game that bears similarities to their defeat to Chicago, triggered a

six-game winning streak.

Beginning Tuesday, the Hawks can determine if their 101-98 overtime loss to the Bulls will have the same

trampoline effect when they play Minnesota.

Said forward Josh Smith, "This would have been a perfect opportunity to keep ourselves in the pack and

separate a little bit, but we've just got to bounce back and try to get a win in Minnesota."

In their Dec. 4 loss to New York, the Hawks claimed a substantial lead against an inferior team that they

had previously beaten. However, the Knicks took advantage of the Hawks' complacency and the prolonged

absence of Smith, who was ejected in the second quarter, to pull an upset with one of their best shooting

nights of the season.

The Bulls' win Saturday had all of the same attributes, except that Smith's playing time was limited because

of foul trouble.

"We dominated the whole game," center Al Horford said. "We have to finish things out."

The day after the loss to the Knicks, coach Mike Woodson showed the team dozens of clips of the team's

defensive lapses. The session catalyzed the team's best defensive play of the season, starting with an 80-

75 win over Dallas that night, the Hawks' first win in Dallas in six seasons. Five consecutive wins followed

before Saturday's loss, including a 35-point romp over the same Bulls at Philips Arena.

"We're becoming a better road team, but games like that, we had the home team down and you have to put

them away, and we definitely didn't do that tonight," forward Marvin Williams said.

Woodson appraised the team's defense against the Bulls as "pretty solid," but said, "We gave up too much

on our switches."

This time around, however, a Woodson lesson might also include an offensive review. Guard Joe Johnson

took 32 of the team's 87 shots and outscored the next leading scorer, Horford, 40-15. Johnson's

percentage of the team's shots (36.8 percent) and the differential between the team's first- and second-

leading scorers were both the highest for the season.

"I just think we got stagnant [Saturday]," Woodson said. "We started looking to Joe too much. He bailed us
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out the whole game."

That said, Johnson's role may have been warranted. Johnson, who did also distribute the ball, made half

his shots, while the rest of the team shot 36.4 percent. Further, it bears mention that the two games with

fingerprints the most similar to Saturday's loss in regards to Johnson's dominating the offense were wins

over Portland and Dallas. Had the Hawks scrounged up one more point in regulation, the Hawks would be

on a seven-game winning streak and the post-game locker room at the United Center would not have been

the picture of dejection.

"It'll be alright," Smith said. "We'll bounce back."

Another six-game winning streak would be a tall order. Looming is a Wednesday visit to the thin air of

Denver, where the Nuggets are 12-1, and a home-and-home on consecutive nights with Cleveland Dec. 29

and Dec. 30.
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